Summation of Changes from the July 23, 2015, RPAC Meeting
Section

Revision

221.2

Moved “Alert value” definition to § 221.201, relating to CT definitions.
Included an addition to the electronic brachytherapy definition.
Added definitions for “direct supervision,” “general supervision,” and
“personal supervision.”
Added “recognized by the Department” to subparagraph (i)(A) of the
QMP definition and deleted subparagraph (iv), relating to record retention.

221.11(b)(1)

Added “likely,” as in, “a procedure that could likely exceed…”

221.11(l)

Deleted “The registrant shall check each patient image for artifacts” and
added to the sentence above “…image quality and artifacts…”; changed
record retention from 3 years to 5 years.

221.16(a)(2)

Changed “is” to “are.”

221.61

Changed “shall comply” with “must only comply.”

221.64(a)(5)

Added “In addition to the requirements of § 221.6…”

221.65

Included “or for image registration” in addition to attenuation coefficients.

221.201

Added parentheses around (1/pitch) in “CTDIvol” definition; corrected
spelling of “Hounsfield scale” in “CT number” definition.

221.202(h)(4)

Abbreviated QMP.

221.204(a)(1)

Deleted “who is physically present at the facility during testing.”

221.204(a)(3)

Moved “within 30 days after any change…” to its own paragraph (5), and
changed paragraph (5) to (6).

221.204(a)(4)(xi)

Corrected the referenced subparagraph to (x).

221.204(a)(4)(xiii)

Added “Review the process…” and changed “method” to “policy or
procedure.”
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221.205(b)(2)

Deleted “and the process for reporting deviations in protocols” at the end
of the sentence and moved it to (b)(1).

223.10(d)(2)

Used the same wording from § 221.11(e)(1).

223.10(e)(1)

Deleted “appropriate” chemical restraint.

223.10(e)(2) and (3) Reversed and renumbered paragraphs (2) and (3).
In renumbered paragraph (2), reworded the section to say “An individual
may not be used routinely to hold image receptors or subjects.”
In renumbered paragraph (3), deleted “holding” and replaced with “who
has to hold.”
223.10(h)

Deleted the reference to § 221.204(c) (radiation surveys).
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